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a b s t r a c t

17In open multi-agent systems, agents engage in interactions to share and exchange information. Due to the
18fact that these agents are self-interested, they may jeopardize mutual trust by not performing actions as
19they are expected to do. To this end, different models of trust have been proposed to assess the credibility
20of peers in the environment. These frameworks fail to consider and analyze the multiple factors impact-
21ing the trust. In this paper, we overcome this limit by proposing a comprehensive trust framework as a
22multi-factor model, which applies a number of measurements to evaluate the trust of interacting agents.
23First, this framework considers direct interactions among agents, and this part of the framework is called
24online trust estimation. Furthermore, after a variable interval of time, the actual performance of the eval-
25uated agent is compared against the information provided by some other agents (consulting agents). This
26comparison in the off-line process leads to both adjusting the credibility of the contributing agents in
27trust evaluation and improving the system trust evaluation by minimizing the estimation error. What
28specifically distinguishes this work from the previous proposals in the same domain is its novelty in
29after-interaction investigation and performance analysis that prove the applicability of the proposed
30model in distributed multi-agent systems. In this paper, the agent structure and interaction mechanism
31of the proposed framework are described. A theoretical analysis of trust assessment and the system
32implementation along with simulations are also discussed. Finally, a comparison of our trust framework
33with other well-known frameworks from the literature is provided.
34� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

35

36
37 1. Introduction

38 During the past couple of years, agent communication lan-
39 guages and protocols have been of much interest in multi-agent
40 systems, where agents are distributed in large scale networks
41 and interact to collaborate, coordinate and share services and re-
42 sources [2]. Trust is then essential to make such interactions within
43 open multi-agent systems effective [4,23,25,32]. An agent’s trust is
44 a measurement of the agent’s possibility to actually do what he
45 agrees to do. Attempting to maintain a trust-based approach, dif-
46 ferent frameworks have been proposed to represent and assess
47 the trust agents have in one another. The most recent research pro-
48 posals in trust models for multi-agent systems are as follows: (a)
49 interaction trust, based on the direct interactions of two parties
50 [30,31]; (b) trust based on the type of prior interactions
51 [10,11,22]; (c) witness reputation based on certified (and possibly
52 encrypted) references obtained by the agent to be evaluated after
53 interacting with other agents. These references are then made pub-
54 lic to any other agent who wants to interact with this agent
55 [10,12,17,21,27]; and (d) referenced reputation, based on refer-

56ences from other agents detailing a particular agent’s behavior
57[5,6,10,11].
58The proposed frameworks objectively emphasize collecting
59some parameters that may contribute in the trust assessment pro-
60cedure. The aim is to collect reliable information leading to an
61accurate trust assessment process. Since agents might be selfish,
62receiving fake information by particular agent(s) is always possi-
63ble. This problem does exist even when a certified reputation
64[10] is provided by the agent to be evaluated. In this case, the final
65trust ratewouldbeaffectedbynon-reliable informationandeventu-
66ally the agents’ perception of their surrounding environment will
67not be accurate. Generally, these frameworks are not suitable when
68the environment changes dynamically because they fail to quickly
69recognize the recent improvementor degradationof agents’ capabil-
70ities as in dynamic environments these agents tend to change their
71goals and behaviors. To overcome this problem, somemethods have
72been proposed to capture the recent changes in the environment
73[6,18,17]. In these frameworks, a retrospect trust adjustment
74mechanism is proposed to reconsider the trust evaluations that have
75been performed in the past to learn how to select better witness
76agents. Although the mechanism is novel in this domain, its
77complexity is a considerable issue. Moreover, the applicability of
78the proposed framework is vague in the sense that the retrospect
79mechanism does not follow a systematic execution process that en-
80hances the agents’ accuracy.
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81 The framework we propose in this paper is built upon a model
82 in which a set of trust meta-data was introduced to define the trust
83 level of contributing agents [18,3–5]. The objective of this paper is
84 to overcome the aforementioned limitations by proposing a com-
85 prehensive framework called CRM (Comprehensive Reputation
86 Model). In this framework, agents interact and rate each other
87 based on previous interactions (either satisfactory or dissatisfac-
88 tory). The obtained ratings are collected to assess the trustworthi-
89 ness of a particular agent. To be self-contained, we also consider
90 how agents communicate to exchange ratings. Inter-agent com-
91 munication is regulated by protocols (shared amongst agents and
92 thus made public) and determined by strategies (internal to agents
93 and thus private) [2]. Using this framework, agents are capable of
94 evaluating the trust level of other agents that are not known (or
95 not very well-known) by collecting some relative information,
96 either from their interaction history or from consulting other
97 agents that can provide their suggestions in the form of ratings.
98 To express the efficiency of the proposed framework, we discuss
99 in more details the performance of the CRM with respect to accu-

100 racy, scalability and applicability.
101 CRM’s accuracy: In general, CRM is based on collecting informa-
102 tion before making decisions. The idea of consulting other agents
103 originates from the fact that in social networks, agents assess di-
104 verse trust levels for other agents depending on their different
105 experiences of direct and indirect interactions, and thus, an evalu-
106 ator agent can balance the trust assessment process by considering
107 different factors. In this model, the evaluator agent is referred to as
108 the trustor agent and the agent to be evaluated is referred to as the
109 trustee agent. In the evaluation process, the trustor may ask some
110 other agents to report on the trustee. These interfering agents are
111 basically divided into two groups: (1) well-known agents by the
112 trustor agent (so-called trustworthy agents); and (2) those intro-
113 duced by the trustee agent (so-called referee agents). CRM reaches
114 acceptable accuracy because it collects the information from the
115 agents that are considered the most appropriate sources. The po-
116 tential aim is on updating the consulting agents to only keep the
117 most accurate ones (i.e. the most trustful). The structure of infor-
118 mation update approaches a stable situation wherein the trustor
119 agent is capable of collecting accurate information from trustwor-
120 thy set of witness agents and filtering reliable agents.
121 CRM’s scalability: In general, a trust system is considered scal-
122 able when over the population expansion, the complexity does
123 not get affected accordingly. Simply put, system scalability refers
124 to its capability of handling large populations. In the structure that
125 defines the CRM framework, the scalability is considered at best.
126 This is explained by the fact that enlarging the network does not
127 affect the evaluation process according to which the trustor agent
128 always uses a limited number of consulting agents. The framework
129 applies a maintenance process that aims to increase the system
130 accuracy while keeping the size of consulting agents community
131 small. Agents use their historical information and do not initiate
132 a new process of information search upon every request. Therefore,
133 when the number of agents increases, the process of evaluation re-
134 mains linear with the size of the network. Furthermore, when the
135 network is large enough, the propagation of trust information be-
136 comes faster and agents can get more knowledge about the envi-
137 ronment rapidly. This makes the agents capable to maintain
138 interactions with new agents.
139 CRM’s applicability: It is worthy to discuss the applicability of
140 the proposed model. In fact, in distributed multi-agent systems
141 (for example distributed agent-based web services and trading
142 agents in e-commerce settings) the proposed framework is appli-
143 cable. What makes the proposed model essential in these environ-
144 ments is its sensitivity to obtain accurate information and its
145 capability to survive in dynamic environments. In fact, all the sys-
146 tems that involve multiple components, which require to exchange

147information need to establish a comprehensive and adaptable trust
148framework to guarantee the safety of information retrieval.
149The formalization and computation of off-line evaluation
150adjustment made by the trustor after a variable period of direct
151interactions is the main contribution of this paper. The trustor does
152this in order to adjust the accuracy of the consulting agents (i.e.
153trustworthy and referee agents). In the off-line process, the sugges-
154tions provided by other agents are compared with the actual
155behavior of the trustee through direct interaction. The trustor will
156update his beliefs about the consulting agent with respect to the
157accuracy and usefulness of the provided information through dif-
158ferent trust evaluation procedures. By doing this, more accurate
159ratings about the other agents will be gradually propagated
160throughout the environment [1], which provides a better trust
161assessment in the CRM model. In the off-line process, the mainte-
162nance mechanism is designed such that it prevents collusion per-
163formed between the trustee and referees community. In the off-
164line process, the consulting agents are evaluated by the trustor
165agent and because of not being accurate they can get penalized.
166Therefore, to attract the trustor agent, they need to provide accu-
167rate information. We have analyzed the impact of the off-line pro-
168cess from different points of view and compared the system’s
169efficiency with some other models.
170The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
171we present the specification of agents interaction system together
172with the trust computing mechanism. Section 3 focuses on the
173propagation of trust through a social network and defines our
174framework that combines trustworthy and referee agents as
175reporters. Afterwards, we describe and discuss the details of com-
176puting the trust in our combined framework. In Section 4, we per-
177form the maintenance that typical agent makes after a variable
178interval of time since the interactions have been initiated. In Sec-
179tion 5, we outline the properties of our model in the experimental
180environment, present the testbed and compare the simulation re-
181sults of the CRM model with the results of other well-known trust
182models in terms of efficiency in reputation assessments. We also
183discuss the features of the CRM model and its efficiency, particu-
184larly in dynamically changing environments. Section 6 compares
185our framework with related work, and finally Section 7 concludes
186the paper.

1872. Trust evaluation environment

1882.1. Interaction system structure

189In this section, we define the communication messages the
190agents exchange during the trust evaluation process along with
191the corresponding dialogue game rules.

192Definition 1. A communication message is a tuple
193ha,b,Agx,Agy,M, t i, where a (a 2 {Req,Rep}) indicates whether it is
194a request or reply communication message; b (b 2 {Inf,Refuse,Not
195Have}) represents the type of the message as requesting informa-
196tion in case of initiating the communication (Inf), refusing to reveal
197information (Refuse), or not having the information in case of
198replying to a request message (Not Have); agents Agx and Agy are
199respectively the sender and receiver of the message; M is the
200content of the message and finally t is the time at which the
201message is sent.

202Let T Aga be the set of all Aga’s trustworthy agents and
203T s

Agb
Aga
# T Aga be the selected trustworthy agents Aga (the trustor)

204uses to evaluate Agb (the trustee). The selection of trustworthy
205agents is upon need and thus would differ from evaluation to an-
206other with respect to the interaction history between the trustor
207and trustee. In general, ranking and selecting the most trustworthy
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208 agents could be applied. The set of selected trustworthy agents is
209 subject to continuous update with respect to environment
210 changes. This issue is discussed in more details later in this paper.
211 To request information, Aga uses the communication message
212 hReq, Inf,Aga,Agt1,Trust(Agb), t0i, which means Aga at time t0 sends
213 to the trustworthy agent Agt1 (Agt1 2 T s

Agb
Aga

), a request for informa-
214 tion (Inf) related to Agb’s trust. Consequently Agt1 replies to the
215 message by one of the following choices:216

217 (1) hRep, Inf,Agt1,Aga, Inf(Agb), t1i;
218 (2) hRep,Not Have,Agt1,Aga,⁄, t1i; or
219 (3) hRep,Refuse,Agt1,Aga,⁄, t1i

220 where t1 > t0. In the first choice, Agt1 replies by sending to Aga the
221 relative information (trust rating and the number of direct interac-
222 tions between Agt1 and Agb) about the credibility of Agb. In the sec-
223 ond choice, Agt1 informs Aga that he does not have any information
224 regarding the credibility of Agb (⁄ represents empty message). Final-
225 ly, in the third choice, Agt1 refuses to reveal the requested informa-
226 tion to Aga. There is a chance that Agt1 replies with Not Have reply
227 type in order to hide his refusal of providing information. Such cases
228 are among the situations that Aga would consider while adjusting
229 his beliefs about the accuracy of the provided information. Conse-
230 quently, the non-accurate agents would be penalized in the sense
231 that a trustworthy agent for Aga may not be considered in T Aga any-
232 more. These details are out of scope of this paper and here we only
233 focus on recognizing and thus avoiding the non-accurate agents.
234 The sequence of these request and reply messages represents a dia-
235 logue game that we formalize by the following rule, where ) is the
236 implication symbol:
237

hReq; Inf ;Aga;Agt1; TrustðAgbÞ; t0i )
hRep; Inf ;Agt1;Aga; Inf ðAgbÞ; t1i
_ hRep;NotHave;Agt1;Aga; �; t1i
_ hRep;Refuse;Agt1;Aga; �; t1i239239

240 Meanwhile, Aga uses the hReq,Ref,Aga,Agb,Referee(NUM), (t0i com-
241 munication message, which means Aga at time t0 sends to Agb a re-
242 quest to introduce some referees (Ref). The content message
243 Referee(NUM) indicates the number of referee agents (NUM) that
244 can recommend Agb. Agb is supposed to introduce the referee agents
245 that support him in the trust evaluation done by Aga. Agb would rely
246 on his best trustworthy agents in this exercise. Let RAgb be the set of
247 Agb’s referee agents. Then, Agb after receiving the request communi-
248 cation message, chooses the appropriate referee agents from RAgb .
249 The selected subset, which is introduced to Aga at time t2 (t2 > t0),
250 is denoted by Rs

Aga
Agb

, where jRs
Aga
Agb

j ¼ NUM. This issue is formalized
251 by the dialogue game represented by the following rule:
252

hReq;Ref ;Aga;Agb;RefereeðNUMÞ; t0i )
hRep;Ref ;Agb;Aga;Rs

Aga
Agb

; t2i254254

255 After obtaining the set of referee agents from Agb, Aga continues
256 with requesting information from each introduced referee agent
257 at time t3. At t4 (t4 > t3), the requested referee agent has three pos-
258 sible answers: replying by giving the relative information about the
259 credibility of Agb; replying with no information; or refusing to re-
260 veal the information regarding the credibility of Agb. Let Agr1 be a
261 selected referee agent (Agr1 2 Rs

Aga
Agb

), the following dialogue game
262 rule specifies the exchanged messages:
263

hReq; Inf ;Aga;Agr1; TrustðAgbÞ; t3i )
hRep; Inf ;Agr1;Aga; Inf ðAgbÞ; t4i
_ hRep;NotHave;Agr1;Aga; �; t4i
_ hRep;Refuse;Agr1;Aga; �; t4i265265

266 It is rare that the referee agent does not have information regarding
267 the trust level of Agb. This is because the referee has been chosen by

268Agb based on previous direct interactions. But this does not guaran-
269tee a positive rating regarding Agb’s credibility. The chosen referee
270agent is in fact facing the trustor Aga and since there would be after
271interaction off-line mechanism, the referee agent would be penal-
272ized if provides inaccurate information. Therefore, if the referee
273agent is not satisfied with Agb’s behavior, it is better to retrieve
274the correct information (bad rating) rather than hiding it (replying
275‘‘Not Have’’). To this end, in case Agb has changed his behavior,
276the referee would rationally retrieve his accurate information to ob-
277tain better rate from the trustor agent.

2782.2. Trust computing mechanism

279To compute trust (i.e. credibility) in our model, we first intro-
280duce the trust function as follows:

281Definition 2. Let A be a set of agents, D a set of domains or topics,
282and T a set of time points. The trust function Tr associates two
283agents from A, a domain from D, and a time point from T with a
284trust value between 0 and 1:
285

Tr : A�A�D� T ! ½0;1� 287287

288Given some concrete agents Aga (the trustor) and Agb (the trus-
289tee) in A, some concrete domain D, and a time point t, Tr(A-
290ga,Agb,D, t) stands for ‘‘the trust value associated to the trustee
291agent Agb in domain D at time t by the trustor agent Aga’’. To sim-
292plify the notation, in the remainder we will omit the domain and
293time from all the formulas. Given agents Aga and Agb in A, we will
294represent Tr(Aga,Agb) in short as TrAgbAga

. The reason behind this sim-
295plification is that our main contribution in this paper is to equip
296the agents to efficiently evaluate the trust and get adapted with
297continuous environment changes. Although the domain is impor-
298tant in trust evaluation (as mainly considered in some trust-based
299frameworks [26,7]), in this paper we only focus on the adaptation
300of agents with dynamically changing environment and on how
301agile the agent is while acting where the trust evaluation is crucial.
302Furthermore, although the time is omitted from the formulation, it
303is implicitly represented as the trust function is continuous over T.

304To estimate trust, we propose a probabilistic method by inves-
305tigating the distribution of the random variable X representing the
306trustworthiness of the trustee agent Agb. Let us first consider the
307case where X takes only two values: 0 (the agent is not trustwor-
308thy) or 1 (the agent is trustworthy). Therefore, the variable X fol-
309lows a Bernoulli distribution b(1,p) so that E(X) = p where E(X) is
310the expectation of the variable X and p is the probability that the
311agent is trustworthy. In this distribution, we have:
312

f ðk; pÞ ¼ pkð1� pÞ1�k for k 2 f0;1g
EðXÞ ¼ p; varðXÞ ¼ pð1� pÞ 314314

315where f(k;p) is the probability mass function, var(X) is the variance
316and p is the probability we are looking for. It is then enough to eval-
317uate the expectation E(X) to find Tr

Agb
Aga

. However, when X is a contin-
318uous variable, this expectation is a theoretical mean that should be
319estimated. To this end, we use the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) and

320the law of large numbers. The CLT states that whenever a sample
321of size n (X1, . . .,Xn) is taken from any distribution with mean l, then
322the sample mean (X1 + . . . + Xn)/n will be approximately normally
323distributed with mean l. As an application of this theorem, the
324arithmetic mean (average) (X1 + . . . + Xn)/n approaches a normal dis-
325tribution of mean l and standard deviation r=

ffiffiffi

n
p

. Generally, and
326according to the law of large numbers, the expectation can be esti-
327mated by the weighted arithmetic mean.
328Our random variable X is the weighted average of n indepen-
329dent variables Xi that correspond to Agb’s trust level according to
330the point of view of trustworthy agents T s

Agb
Aga

and referee agents
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331 Rs
Aga
Agb

. These variables follow then the same distribution. They are
332 also independent because the probability that Agb is trustworthy
333 according to an agent Agt1 is independent of the probability that
334 this agent (Agb) is trustworthy according to another agent Agt2.
335 Consequently, the variable X follows a normal distribution whose
336 average is the weighted average of the expectations of the inde-
337 pendent variables Xi. In our model defined in depth in the following
338 sections, the mathematical estimation of the expectation E(X) is
339 computed in two steps, on-line and off-line estimation. In the
340 on-line estimation, five main components are considered: direct
341 trust, consulting reports from referee and trustworthy agents,
342 interaction strength, interaction recency, and witness confidence
343 level on the provided information. The off-line estimation, per-
344 formed after the on-line process, is formulated to modify the trust
345 values of the agents that have provided information in the on-line
346 process. We refer to this process as maintenance, which will be ad-
347 dressed in Section 4.

348 3. On-line trust estimation

349 In this section, we discuss the on-line evaluation process in
350 which the trustor collects some information and combines them
351 to assess the credibility of a trustee. Two approaches can be distin-
352 guished in this process. In the former one, the evaluator only relies
353 on what he has from previous interactions with the trustee. In the
354 later, the trustor prefers using the information provided by some
355 other agents to get a more accurate assessment. In the whole pro-
356 cess, the direct interaction assessment is combined with the sug-
357 gested ratings by the consulting agents.

358 3.1. Direct trust evaluation

359 Agents can compute the trust value of each other using their
360 interaction histories.
361 This would generate real numbers, which fall in the range [0,1]
362 and thus, instead of just integer ratings (scores) 0 and 1, we would
363 have more flexible real ratings representing the satisfaction or dis-
364 satisfaction degree of the interaction’s outcome. In the general
365 case, agents can evaluate their interactions according to a scale
366 of n types numbered from 1 (the most successful interaction) to
367 n (the least successful interaction), such that the firstm interaction
368 types (m < n) are successful. Let NI

Agb
i Aga

be the number of interac-
369 tions of type i between Aga and Agb. Then, Tr

Agb
Aga

can be computed by
370 Eq. (1). This method of direct trust evaluation is similar to the ones
371 proposed in [7,14]. In this equation, the ratio of the ‘‘number of suc-

372 cessful outcomes’’ to the ‘‘total number of possible outcomes’’ is com-
373 puted, where wi is the weight associated to the interaction type i to
374 represent its importance and vij is the value of the interaction,
375 which is particularly important in transactional settings to avoid
376 two transactions with different values being treated equally. It is
377 worthy to point out that the number of interactions NI

Agb
i Aga

is only
378 considered here as a means to evaluate the strength of the connec-
379 tion between the agents Aga and Agb. In our approach, we do not
380 consider the details of these interactions as it would increase the
381 complexity of the trust evaluation.
382

Tr
Agb
Aga

¼

Pm
i¼1 wi �

P
NI

Agb
i Aga

j¼1 v ij

 !

Pn
i¼1 wi �

P
NI

Agb
i Aga

j¼1 v ij

 ! ð1Þ

384384

385 In fact, there are two issues in weighting an interaction: (1) the
386 importance of the interaction type (e.g., in some cases fair as an
387 interaction’s outcome is enough for the interaction to be counted

388as important, but in other cases, maybe very good is mandatory as
389an outcome type for the interaction to be counted as important
390enough); and (2) transaction importance (e.g., two transactions
391of the same type (say good) may have different values in terms
392of their actual entity). Let us consider the following example of
393two dissatisfactory transactions (e.g., outcome is bad) that have
394been weighted for wi = 3. Basically the value 3 reflects the impor-
395tance of this kind of transactions (i.e., the weight of bad transac-
396tions), which could hold different values. vij is used to represent
397this value. For example, the first transaction has as value
398(vi1 = 20,000$ and the second has as value vi2 = 200$). In this
399example, vij would reflect the extent to which the damage has
400been occurred. This idea will protect the model from attacks like
401reputation squeeze [8] in which one agent would obtain some po-
402sitive ratings and make a bad interaction that actually makes a
403large damage.
404Another factor should be considered to reflect the timely rele-

405vance of transmitted information. This is because the agent’s envi-
406ronment is dynamic and may change quickly. The idea is to
407promote recent information and to deal with out-of-date informa-
408tion with less emphasis. The timely relevance could be represented
409as a coefficient when computing the agent’s trust. There are some
410similar approaches in the literature addressing this issue. For
411example, in [7], the authors discuss the limitations that are used
412in the freshness of the data to be evaluated. In our model, we assess
413this factor denoted by TiRðDtAgbAga

Þij by using the function defined in
414Eq. (2) and we do not make the system so sensitive to the past data
415as it might bring up more confusion to the trustor agent. However,
416as will be discussed later in this paper, we equip the CRM agent
417with an off-line mechanism that overcomes this sensitivity. We
418call this function: the Timely Relevance function.
419

TiR Dt
Agb
Aga

� �

ij
¼ e

�k ln Dt
Agb
Aga

� �

ijkP 0 ð2Þ
421421

422
The variable k is application-dependent and Dt

Agb
Aga

� �

ij
is the time dif-

423ference between the current time (i.e. the time of evaluation of Agb
424by Aga) and time at which interaction j of type i took place between
425these two agents. The intuition behind this formula is to use a func-
426tion decreasing with the time difference. Consequently, recent
427information makes the timely relevance coefficient higher. The

428
graph of TiR Dt

Agb
Aga

� �

ij
using different k values is shown in Fig. 1. In

429some applications, recent interactions are more desirable to be con-
430sidered when evaluating the trustee. In that case, the trustor uses a
431higher value for k. In some other applications, even the old interac-
432tions are still valuable sources of information. In that case, the tru-

433stor assigns a smaller value to k. We notice that by calculating Dt
Agb
Aga

434as explained above, we do not assume that agents interact continu-
435ously in every moment of time; instead, we consider the time of the
436interaction between two specific agents Aga and Agb, so that their
437more recent interactions are given higher consideration than their
438old ones. For instance, let t10 be the current time, and assume that
439Aga and Agb interacted twice before at t5 and t8. The interaction at t8
440is given higher weight than the interaction at t5. Considering the in-
441volved issues, we recompute the direct trust in Eq. (3). In fact, Aga
442rates each previous interaction with Agb in terms of its freshness,
443which privileges recent interactions because they are more valuable
444sources of information.
445

Tr
Agb
Aga

¼

Pm
i¼1 wi

P
NI

Agb
i Aga

j¼1 v ij � TiR Dt
Agb
Aga

� �

ij

 !

Pn
i¼1 wi

P
NI

Agb
i Aga

j¼1 v ij � TiR Dt
Agb
Aga

� �

ij

 ! ð3Þ

447447
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448 3.2. Consulting reports: indirect trust estimation

449 The other approach in trust estimation of the trustee consists of
450 collecting some information in terms of suggestions from some
451 other agents. As described before, consulting agents are divided
452 into two groups: (1) trustworthy agents the trustor Aga can rely
453 on to request information; and (2) referee agents introduced by
454 the trustee Agb as recommenders. In this section, we address the
455 selection process of the consulting agents and how to deal with
456 the information they provide to support Agb.
457 As mentioned before, T s

Agb
Aga

is the set of trustworthy agents se-
458 lected by Aga for consultation. Another set to be involved in the
459 evaluation process is the set of referee agents, which are intro-
460 duced by Agb. Upon request from Aga, Agb replies by providing a list
461 of the referee agents he knows. Aga consequently asks (some of)
462 the referees to report on the credibility of Agb Rs

Agb
Aga

� �

and those
463 referees reply according to their past experiences of direct interac-
464 tion with Agb.
465 Assume there is a particular referee agent Agr that Aga does not
466 know. In this case, Aga does not consider his suggestion about Agb,
467 but he saves it anyway in order to compare it with the real behav-
468 ior Agb performs after starting interacting with Aga. Thus, the ref-
469 eree is known by Aga from now on and his trust level is
470 calculated by the adjustment of the Agb’s real behavior and the ref-
471 eree’s suggestion.
472 Let n be the total number of interaction types (see Eq. (1)) and
473 NI

Agy
Agx

be the total number of interactions between two agents Agx
474 and Agy, which is computed by Eq. (4):
475

NI
Agy
Agx

¼ min
X

n

i¼1

NI
Agy
i Agx

;MV

 !

ð4Þ
477477

478 In this equation, MV, fixed by the system designer, is the maximum
479 value that NI

Agy
Agx

can reach after a finite number of interactions.
480 When the number of interactions goes beyond MV, the old interac-
481 tions are simply not counted, so that only theMV most recent inter-
482 actions are considered. This restriction makes the model suitable for
483 a large amount of real scenarios where agents have limited re-
484 sources and computing capabilities. It is worthy to mention that
485 the total number of interactions between Agt as a trustworthy agent
486 (resp. Agr as a referee agent) and Agb;NI

Agb
Agt

(resp. NI
Agb
Agr

Þ is an impor-
487 tant factor because it promotes information coming from agents
488 knowing more about Agb. The agents that had high number of inter-
489 actions with Agb are considered as good sources of information
490 about his trustworthiness in the sense that they are supposed to
491 know Agb from relatively longer history of interactions. Considering

492this factor, Aga would penalize the agents with high interactions
493harder in the maintenance process.
494Regarding the importance of the information provided by a
495consulting agent, we consider another factor, which reflects the
496confidence (in the range of [0,1]) of the consulting agent on truth-
497fulness of the provided information (Cf

Agb
Agt

for the typical trustwor-
498thy agent and Cf

Agb
Agr

for the typical referee agent). This factor has a
499twofold aim. First, the consulting agent would let the trustor
500agent Aga to have a better decision on the extent to which he
501can take this information into account. Second, the consulting
502agent would clarify the extent to which he can take the risk on
503contributing in the trust estimation process initiated by Aga. In
504the simulations, the confidence is randomly generated for each
505consulting agent using a Gaussian distribution with mean 0.5
506and variance 0.2.
507The trust equation Tr

Agb
Aga

we are interested in should take into ac-
508count the aforementioned relevant factors: (1) the trustworthiness
509of trustworthy/referee agents according to the trustor Aga (TrAgtAga
510and Tr

Agr
Aga

); (2) the trustee Agb’s trustworthiness according to the
511trustworthy/referee agents (Tr

Agb
Agt

and Tr
Agb
Agr

); (3) the total number
512of interactions between these trustworthy/referee agents and Agb
513(NIAgtAgb

and NI
Agr
Agb

), as communicated by Agt/Agr to Aga following the
514dialogue games previously indicated in Section 2.1; and (4) the
515confidence of trustworthy/referee agents about the provided infor-
516mation (Cf

Agb
Agt

and Cf
Agb
Agr

2 ½0;1�). Before defining this equation, let us
517discuss its desired properties. Some of these properties are inspired
518by [15].

519Property 1. Assuming that the trustee is known in the system by
520some agents, Tr

Agb
Aga

is continuous.

521This property says that at each moment the trustor Aga can eval-
522uate the trustee Agb. This does not mean that agents are interacting
523every moment of time, but at every moment, the trustor can get
524the needed information to assess the trust value of the trustee.

525Property 2. Assuming that the trustee is known in the system by
526some agents, Tr

Agb
Aga

is strictly monotonically increasing in Tr
Agb
Agt

and
527Tr

Agb
Agr

.

528This property says that the trust value of the trustee increases if
529he performs well in his environment. Consequently, agents always
530have incentives to do better to get their overall trust increased.

531Property 3. Assuming that the trustee is known in the system by
532some agents, Tr

Agb
Aga

is not monotonically increasing or decreasing in
533one of the followings: Tr

Agt
Aga

;NI
Agb
Agt

;Cf
Agb
Agt

; Tr
Agr
Aga

;NI
Agb
Agr

, and Cf
Agb
Agr

:

Fig. 1. The timely relevance function with respect to different k values.
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534 This property says that the trust values of trustworthy agents
535 and trustee are not necessarily correlated. The reason is that some
536 of these agents support the trustee, but some of them do not. The
537 same property holds for referee agents and for the number of inter-
538 actions and confidence. Thus, for instance, by increasing the num-
539 ber of his interactions with some agents, the trustee cannot
540 guarantee a growth of his trust value, because these agents are
541 probably not supportive.

542 Property 4. Assuming that the trustee is known in the system by
543 some agents, Tr

Agb
Aga

is strictly monotonically increasing in one of the
544 followings: Tr

Agt
Aga

;NI
Agb
Agt

;Cf
Agb
Agt

; Tr
Agr
Aga

;NI
Agb
Agr

, and Cf
Agb
Agr

iff all Agt and
545 Agr agents support Agb.

546 This property gives the condition on the trustworthy and ref-
547 eree agents, so that increasing their trust value, number of interac-
548 tions, and confidence will make the trust value of the trustee
549 increasing. The opposite is given by the following property:

550 Property 5. Assuming that the trustee is known in the system by
551 some agents, Tr

Agb
Aga

is strictly monotonically decreasing in one of the
552 followings: Tr

Agt
Aga

;NI
Agb
Agt

;Cf
Agb
Agt

; Tr
Agr
Aga

;NI
Agb
Agr

, and Cf
Agb
Agr

iff all Agt and
553 Agr agents do not support Agb.

554 Property 6. Let X be the set of all pieces of information that Aga
555 uses to assess Agb, and Y the set of all pieces of information that
556 Aga uses to evaluate another trustee Agc, i.e. X ¼ fTrAgtAga

; Tr
Agb
Agt

;

557 NI
Agb
Agt

;Cf
Agb
Agt

jAgt 2 T s
Agb
Aga

[Rs
Agb
Aga

g and Y ¼ fTrAgt0Aga
; Tr

Agc
Agt0

;NI
Agc
Agt0

;Cf
Agc
Agt0

558 jAgt0 2 T s
Agc
Aga

[Rs
Agc
Aga

g. Suppose that there is an injective function
559 f : X? Y such that for all x 2 X, f(x) is at least as good for Agc as x

560 is good for Agb; then, Tr
Agc
Aga

is at least as great as Tr
Agb
Aga

.

561

562 Let us now define the trust equation Tr
Agb
Aga

(Eq. (5)) and then
563 prove it satisfies the aforementioned properties. This equation is
564 composed of two different terms representing the values obtained
565 from two different consulting communities involved in trust eval-
566 uation. The functions XT and WR are defined as the combination of
567 the trust values estimated by the trustworthy and referee agents
568 together with their related trustworthiness from Aga’s point of
569 view, timely relevance, confidence and number of interactions be-
570 tween the trustworthy and referee agents and the trustee Agb.
571

Tr
Agb
Aga

¼
XT T s

Agb
Aga

� �

þWR Rs
Agb
Aga

� �

X0
T T s

Agb
Aga

� �

þW0
R Rs

Agb
Aga

� � ð5Þ
573573

574 where
575

XT T s
Agb
Aga

� �

¼
X

Agt2T s
Agb
Aga

Tr
Agt
Aga

� Tr
Agb
Agt

� NI
Agb
Agt

� Cf
Agb
Agt

X0
T T s

Agb
Aga

� �

¼
X

Agt2T s
Agb
Aga

Tr
Agt
Aga

� NI
Agb
Agt

� Cf
Agb
Agt

WR Rs
Agb
Aga

� �

¼
X

Agr2Rs
Agb
Aga

Tr
Agr
Aga

� Tr
Agb
Agr

� NI
Agb
Agr

� Cf
Agb
Agr

W0
R Rs

Agb
Aga

� �

¼
X

Agr2Rs
Agb
Aga

Tr
Agr
Aga

� NI
Agb
Agr

� Cf
Agb
Agr

577577

578 We notice that TrAgtAga
– 08Agt 2 T s

Agb
Aga

and Agb is known for at least
579 one Agt, which means NI

Agb
Agt

;Cf
Agb
Agt
– 0, so X0

T T s
Agb
Aga

� �

– 0.
580 We now show that Eq. (5) satisfies Properties 1–6. To simplify
581 the notation, we will omit the arguments of the functions XT ;X

0
T ,

582 WR, and W0
R. Tr

Agt
Aga

and Cf
Agb
Agt

are non-zero continuous functions on
583 time, and Tr

Agb
Agt

is continuous on time, so by considering NI
Agb
Agt

as a
584 coefficient for Tr

Agb
Agt

for each Agt, we conclude that XT and X0
T are

585non-zero continuous functions. Similarly, WR and W0
R are continu-

586ous, so the trust function is continuous. To show that Property 2
587is satisfied, we need to prove that the partial derivative of the trust
588function with respect to Tr

Agb
Agt

is greater than zero, and the same
589thing with respect to Tr

Agb
Agr

. To simplify the proof, but without loss
590of generality, let us consider a specific agent Agt1, then the same
591procedure can be applied to all other Agt agents. We have:
592

@Tr
Agb
Aga

@Tr
Agb
Agt1

¼
Tr

Agt1
Aga

:NI
Agb
Agt1

:Cf
Agb
Agt1

X0
T þW0

R

> 0
594594

595The same proof can be used for a specific referee agent Agr1, thus the
596satisfaction of Property 2. To show that Property 3 is satisfied, we
597need to show that the partial derivative of the trust function with
598respect to the factors mentioned in this property is not always po-
599sitive and not always negative. Here we only show the proof for the
600case TrAgtAga

and the same proof can be used for Cf
Agb
Agt

� NI
Agb
Agt

(the num-
601ber of interactions is considered as a coefficient) and for the other
602factors. As we did for Property 2, we consider a specific trustworthy
603agent Agt1 and the generalization follows. We have:
604

@Tr
Agb
Aga

@Tr
Agt1
Aga

¼
Tr

Agb
Agt1

:NI
Agb
Agt1

:Cf
Agb
Agt1

� �

: X0
T þW0

R

� �

� ðXT þWRÞ: NI
Agb
Agt1

:Cf
Agb
Agt1

� �

ðX0
T þW0

RÞ
2

606606

607The sign of this partial derivative depends then on the sign of the
608numerator, which could be positive or negative. Thus, to prove that
609Properties 4 and 5 are satisfied, we only need to analyze when the
610numerator is strictly positive, and when it is strictly negative. We
611have:
612

Tr
Agb
Agt1

:NI
Agb
Agt1

:Cf
Agb
Agt1

� �

:ðX0
T þW0

RÞ � ðXT þWRÞ: NI
Agb
Agt1

:Cf
Agb
Agt1

� �

> 0

iff Tr
Agb
Agt1

>
XT þWR

X0
T þW0

R

iff Tr
Agb
Agt1

> Tr
Agb
Aga

614614

615Thus, the partial derivative is strictly positive iff Agt1 is supportive
616(Property 4), and it is strictly negative iff Agt1 is not supportive
617(Property 5). If it is equal to zero, the function is simply constant.
618Finally, to prove that Property 6 is satisfied, we define the injective

619function f as follows: f TrAgtAga

� �

¼ Tr
Agt0
Aga

; f Tr
Agb
Agt

� �

¼ TrAgcAgt0
;f NI

Agb
Agt

� �

¼

620NI
Agc
Agt0

; and f Cf
Agb
Agt

� �

¼ Cf
Agc
Agt0

. So, for all x 2 X, f(x) is at least as good

621for Agc as x is good for Agb iff f(x)P x. Consequently, from Property

6224, we obtain Tr
Agc
Aga
P Tr

Agb
Aga

, which is the result we want to prove.

623Eq. (5) is used by the initial trustor Aga to evaluate the trustee
624Agb where each consulting agent is supposed to forward his own
625estimation (together with his confidence level) for this trustee. Fol-
626lowing the ideology that Aga could, to a certain extent, rely on his
627own history of interactions with Agb (direct trust evaluation ap-
628proach) and partially use the second approach (indirect ap-
629proaches), Aga gives a 100% trustworthy rate to his history and
630considers himself as a member of his trustworthy community. This
631aggregation method takes into account the proportional relevance
632of each approach, rather than treating the two approaches sepa-
633rately. Basically, the contribution percentage of each approach in
634the final evaluation of Tr

Agb
Aga

is defined regarding how informative
635the history is in terms of the number of direct interactions between
636Aga and Agb and their time recency. Therefore, consulting other
637agents is considered with less importance if the history represents
638a lower uncertainty. Doing so, the indirect evaluation approach is
639combined with the direct approach to end up with an accurate
640trust estimation of the trustor Aga for the trustee Agb. To be more
641precise, we aim to analyze the quality of the interactions of the
642trustee considering what is expected (final trust evaluation Tr

Agb
Aga

)
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643 and what is actually performed. To this end, we have a retrospect
644 trust evaluation, which is represented in Section 4.

645 4. Off-line trust estimation

646 To avoid exposing the reputation framework to dishonest rat-
647 ings, two types of agents should be considered: (a) bad mouthers:
648 agents who exaggerate by giving negative ratings; and (b) ballot
649 stuffers: agents who exaggerate by giving positive ratings. Mini-
650 mizing the effects caused by these two types of consulting agents
651 is an important aspect in trust evaluation. Although the ratio of
652 relationship strength can be certainly inserted as a measure of
653 trust to increase the accuracy of referee agent’s credibility, this
654 technique is not generic as it depends on how this relationship
655 strength is represented and measured. To tackle this problem, we
656 propose other parameters. First, we consider the number and time
657 recency of interactions as factors that reflect the trustor’s expecta-
658 tion of receiving accurate information. Second, we consider the
659 confidence level provided by consulting agents as a means to en-
660 able the trustor to update his friend list. To this end, we split the
661 off-line trust estimation into two parts: Off-line Interaction Inspec-
662 tion and Maintenance.

663 4.1. Off-line interaction inspection

664 After each interaction, the trustor Aga performs an off-line inter-
665 action inspection process regarding each of the consulting agents
666 role in the trust evaluation process. In this procedure, Aga considers
667 the rate provided by the consulting agent Agc 2 T s

Agb
Aga

[Rs
Agb
Aga

� �

,
668 number and recency of interactions done with the trustee agent
669 Agb, and the confidence Cf

Agb
Agc

. The objective of this process is to as-
670 sign a flag (useful/useless) for each involved consulting agent.
671 Since the off-line interaction inspection is a process performed
672 after the interaction for a variable interval of time [t1, t2], Aga has a
673 self-opinion about the credibility of Agb. Therefore, we refer to
674 OTR

Agb
Aga

as the actual credibility observed by the trustor Aga at t2.
675 This value is compared to the rate provided by each consulting
676 agent during [t1.t2]. Fig. 2 is the off-line interaction inspection algo-

677rithm that takes the observed trust value OTR
Agb
Aga

� �

, provided rate
678by each consulting agent Agc Tr

Agb
Agc

� �

, the corresponding number
679of interactions NI

Agb
Agc

� �

and the provided information time recency
680TiR

Agb
Agc

� �

as input. This algorithm provides an array (called flag) of
681binary numbers about the usefulness of the information provided
682by each involved consulting agent.
683In this algorithm, first the average of the differences between
684the provided trust and observed one of all the consulting agents
685is evaluated. The rational behind this is explained by the fact that
686the public opinion affects the threshold of the accuracy of credibil-
687ity rating. This means if the average difference is relatively high,
688the trustor agent Aga would doubt that the trustee agent Agb is a
689consistent reliable agent, otherwise the public opinion about this
690agent would not achieve that divergency. Once the average differ-
691ence is obtained, the consulting agents are checked one by one to
692be tagged either as useful or useless. The agents who provided rel-
693atively accurate ratings with an acceptable confidence level
694Cf

Agb
Agc

> m (m is application-dependant and in the simulations we as-
695sume that m = 0.5) are not all tagged as useful. They are all good ex-
696cept the ones who do not have high number of interactions or time
697relevance (strong connection or holding fresh information). This is
698due to the fact that in credibility assessment, the ratings that are
699submitted at random (by chance) could not be considered as a
700means to evaluate the truthfulness of a consulting agent. In this
701algorithm, the number of interactions and time relevance of the
702consulting agents are compared with the ones about the trustor
703and trustee agents’ connection. To this end, there is higher priority
704assigned to consulting agents that hold stronger relationship. This
705partition of consulting agents based on useful and useless flags is
706an operational way of obtaining the partition of agents as reliable
707and doubtful as proposed in the TRSIM framework [6].

7084.2. Maintenance

709The maintenance procedure is a process initiated at different
710intervals of time to update the information that the trustor agent
711Aga has about his surrounding environment (i.e., about consulting
712agents). Therefore, the maintenance is not a continuous process,
713as this choice is computationally expensive and not effective be-

Fig. 2. After interaction inspection algorithm for assigning usefulness flags to each involved consulting agent.
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714 cause sometimes, there is no need to update information. In addi-
715 tion, this process, devoted to the trustor agents, does not need an
716 update of all the factors used in Eq. (5). Thus, there is no need to
717 update the confidence Cf

Agb
Agt

and Cf
Agb
Agr

since it is related to the con-
718 sulting agents, not the trustor. Before performing this process,
719 there are two questions that have to be addressed: (1) when does
720 the trustor agent need to initiate the maintenance?; and (2) which
721 agents have to be cleared in the maintenance? In the rest of this
722 section, we answer these two questions in more details.

723 (1) When to initiate the maintenance procedure? There are
724 three answers for this question:
725 � Bad performance: This is the case where the performance
726 of evaluating agents decreases below a predefined
727 threshold ð1� TrAga Þ. TrAga is in fact the reputation value
728 that Aga has in the system as estimated by himself using
729 his interactions with other agents. This value does not
730 have to be known publicly as it is used by Aga to perform
731 a sort of internal maintenance. In the case of bad perfor-
732 mance, the trustor agent realizes that his performance
733 Pt(Aga) in trust evaluations (regarding time t) is decreas-
734 ing in almost a continuous manner. The performance of
735 evaluation is always calculated since the most recent
736 maintenance and is aggregated (in average) over the
737 interval of time since this last maintenance. Let S(t) be
738 the set of trustee agents that Aga tries to evaluate since
739 the last maintenance. Eq. (6) computes the current per-
740 formance (Pt(Aga)) of the trustor agent Aga at time (t)
741 since the last maintenance.
742

PtðAgaÞ ¼
P

Agb2SðtÞjTr
Agb
Aga

� OTR
Agb
Aga

j
jSðtÞj ð6Þ

744744

745 The trustee agent Agb is selected from the set S(t). In this pro-
746 cess, if PtðAgaÞ > 1� TrAga , the trustor agent Aga applies a new
747 maintenance process.
748 � Huge difference: This is the case where Aga is disappointed
749 with a noticeable low quality trust evaluation that is
750 recently done. In this case, Aga realizes that the provided
751 information is not satisfactory to the extent to which Aga
752 can rely on to continue his upcoming evaluations. There-
753 fore if the following inequality holds, the trustor agent
754 will decide to run a new maintenance process as an
755 exceptional case to update his belief set. The value g
756 depends on how picky the evaluator is. In our simulations
757 we assume g = 0.5. For instance, picky agents can con-
758 sider 0.2 < g 6 0.5 and very picky agents can consider
759 0 < g 6 0.2. In fact, to enable an equity treatment for all
760 the trustee agents, the threshold should be the same for
761 all these agents, which justifies the use of a fixed value
762 instead of a probabilistic approach.
763

jTrAgbAga
� OTR

Agb
Aga

j > g765765

766 � After certain variable interval of time: If during the evalu-
767 ation process there was no problem that caused initiation
768 of a maintenance procedure, the off-line trust estimation
769 system would run, after a certain interval of time, the
770 maintenance process to update the belief set. This would
771 help to have a better adaptation in case of rapid changes
772 in surrounding agents’ behavior.773

774 (2) Which agents have to be cleared in the maintenance?
775

776 In the maintenance process, Aga selects some agents so that
777 applying the maintenance on them would enhance his adaptation
778 with the surrounding environment. In fact, if in the process of trust
779 evaluation, since the most recent maintenance, Aga’s belief set has

780not been changed, Aga would consult with the same set of trust-
781worthy agents. All these agents are then included in the mainte-
782nance process. Besides these agents, some referee agents
783probably were involved in some trust evaluations. Aga selects the
784referees that did provide the asked information (regarding differ-
785ent trustee agents) with relatively high confidence (>m, which is
786set by Aga). The reason behind this is that the process of indirect
787trust evaluation is in fact a twofold aimed process. Besides obtain-
788ing accurate information, Aga would like to get to know new agents
789and to better know the previously known agents. In this case, the
790truthfulness of the agents regarding the provided information
791could be considered as a means to get their credibilities updated.
792However, Aga would not consider any referee agent. In the mainte-
793nance process, Aga only considers the referee agents with high con-
794fidence on their provided information. This would let Aga apply the
795update in a more reliable manner.
796Let UFt1 ;t2

Agm
and ULt1 ;t2Agm

be the set of useful and useless flags asso-
797ciated with a trustworthy or referee agent Agm from his interac-
798tions during the interval [t1, t2] as computed by the algorithm
799given in Fig. 2. Eq. (7) gives the rate illustrating the performance
800of Agm at time t2 considering t1 as a point of reference. This perfor-
801mance is computed in terms of the number of useful and useless
802flags during [t1, t2], where �1 reflects the worst performance (all
803the flags are useless), 0 the average performance (the numbers of
804useful and useless flags are equal), and 1 the best performance
805(all the flags are useful). This rate is used to update the trust value

806of Agm at t2 Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt2Þ
� �

as illustrated by Eq. (8). This update satisfies

807the properties that (1) if the performance is average aAgm ðt2Þ ¼ 0
� �

808then the trust is constant Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt2Þ ¼ Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt1Þ
� �

; (2) if the perfor-

809mance is the worst, then Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt2Þ ¼ 0; and (3) if the performance

810is very good, then Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt2Þ can achieve 1 depending on the value

811of ðTrAgmAga
ðt1Þ.

812

aAgm ðt2Þ ¼
jUFt1 ;t2

Agm
j � jULt1 ;t2Agm

j
jUFt1 ;t2

Agm
j þ jULt1 ;t2Agm

j
ð7Þ

814814

815

Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt2Þ¼

1 if TrAgmAga
ðt1Þð1þaAgm ðt2ÞÞ>1

Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt1Þð1þaAgm ðt2ÞÞ if 0< Tr
Agm
Aga

ðt1Þð1þaAgm ðt2ÞÞ61

aAgm ðt2Þ if TrAgmAga
ðt1Þð1þaAgm ðt2ÞÞ¼0 and aAgm ðt2Þ>0

0 else

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

ð8Þ 817817

818Fig. 3 shows the pseudo-code of the maintenance process that com-
819putes TrAgmAga

ðt2Þ. Aga initiates this process with respect to any of the
820three discussed answers to question 1. In this pseudo-code, MAga is
821the set of agents that are going to be selected for the maintenance
822and as mentioned before, all the trustworthy agents T Aga are in-
823cluded. For all the interactions since the latest maintenance, the
824trustee is considered. For all the referees of the trustee in question,
825the selected ones are those who showed high confidence. Finally,
826with respect to their flags (useful + UF and useless �UL), their up-
827date rates ðaAgm Þ are computed as shown in Eq. (7) (with a nota-
828tional simplification). Then the updated trust value is computed
829as illustrated in Eq. (8).
830Since between the variable maintenance periods the trustwor-
831thy agents of a particular trustor agent Aga are the same, there is
832a fixed number of agents that are involved in the maintenance pro-
833cess. Moreover, there are some referee agents that are considered
834in this process and might be different with respect to different
835trustee agents. Because the number of involved agents in such a
836process is not high, the corresponding computations regarding
837their trust value update is negligible in the off-line trust estimation
838mechanism. Besides this, the trustor agent Aga takes the advantage
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839 of updating his trust values with respect to the referee agents that
840 might not have high number of interactions. Furthermore, the
841 maintenance algorithm is linear with both the number of agents
842 and the number of interactions (i.e. OðjT Aga j þ

Q

Age2SðtÞjRs
Aga
Age

jÞ)
843 where —S(t)— is the number of interactions with different trustee
844 agents (say Age as a particular trustee agent), jT Aga j is the number
845 of trustworthy agents, and jRs

Aga
Age

j is the number of referee agents
846 for a given trustee agent Age. We notice that we need to compute
847 all the interactions with referee agents even if some of them are
848 common to different trustee agents, which justifies the product
849 over those trustee agents S(t). The linear complexity of the pro-
850 posed maintenance process makes it computationally efficient.

851 5. Analysis and experimental simulation

852 5.1. Implemented testbed

853 In this section, we assess the CRMmodel efficiency and describe
854 the implementation of the testbed.1 We also compare our model
855 with five well known models as benchmarks: FIRE [10,?], Referral
856 [33,34], SPORAS [35], Travos [27] and BRS [12]. All these models
857 are explained in details and discussed in the related work section
858 (Section 6). The testbed environment (represented in Table 1) is
859 populated with 200 agents categorized by two agent types: (1) ser-

860vice provider agents that are supposed to provide services (for sim-
861plicity, we assume that only one type of service is provided and
862therefore consumed); and (2) service consumer agents (equipped
863with the different trust models) that are looking for service provid-
864ers to interact with and consume the provided service. As in FIRE
865and Travos, in the rest of this paper we use the gained utility as a
866measurement for the quality of obtained service (QoS) in terms
867of satisfaction, response time, price, etc. Thus, the gained utility de-
868pends on the performance of service provider. We consider two
869service consumer groups to be compared with our CRM model:
870(1) group1 (FIRE, Referral and SPORAS); and (2) group2 (Travos
871and BRS). The criterion used in this separation is the degree of sen-
872sitivity of the models to the environment and changes of behavior
873of the service providers. Group1 does not consider the continuous
874change of agents behaviors. The agents in this group tend to accu-
875rately maintain the trust process rather than putting effort on
876updating trust regarding the environment changes. Group2 takes
877action in response to such changes more rapidly. Generally, service
878providers are different and thus provide diverse range of service
879qualities. Furthermore, the consumer agents using these services
880obtain different gained utilities. Based on the parameters and strat-
881egies the other frameworks use, we have implemented agents that
882follow these strategies and compared the CRM agents with.
883The simulation consists of a number of consequent runs in
884which agents are activated and build their private knowledge, keep
885interacting with one another, gain utility and enhance their overall
886knowledge about the environment. The more an agent knows the
887environment, the better he can choose service providers and thus,
888the more utility he gains. Agents are free to ask others for their be-
889liefs about the service provider to be selected. Finally, each agent
890requests the service from the most trustworthy and reliable pro-
891vider according to him. Table 1 represents the four types of service
892providers we consider in our simulation: good, ordinary, bad and
893fickle. The first three provide services according to the assigned
894mean value of quality with a small range of deviation. However,
895fickle providers are more flexible as their range of quality covers
896all possible outcomes. To put the system in a more tight situation,
897we use a high number of fickle agents. The radius of activity is used
898to measure how much the provider agent is known in the network
899to get selected. Each agent has his own network, which is consid-
900ered in our model as a circle around this agent, which means this
901agent is his center. Thus, high value of this radius means the agent
902has a large network. This is the reason why there is a high value as-
903signed for fickle and ordinary providers because we want them to
904have a high chance to be selected.
905Since the major difference between the considered models is
906the trust mechanism they employ for credibility assessment, the
907utility gained by each model is considered as its efficiency in
908selecting reliable service providers. Doing so, we compare CRM
909with other models in two perspectives, honest (Section 5.2) and
910biased (Section 5.3) environments. In honest environments, agents
911are supposed honest in the sense they truthfully reveal their be-
912liefs. However, in biased environments, agents can reveal inaccu-
913rate information. Comparison is done first between CRM, FIRE
914[10] (a successful trust model with high performance), SPORAS
915[35] (a centralized approach), and Referral [33] (following the con-
916cept of reference in an honest environment). Travos [27] and BRS
917[12] are the two other models that we compared CRM with in
918terms of how they survive in biased environment where agents
919constantly change their behaviors. Like CRM, Travos and BRS are
920designed to take actions while agents are not fully trustworthy.
921These models differ from CRM in the trust assessment mechanism
922and analysis they perform in order to choose the best possible pro-
923vider. In such an environment where agents have an intermittent
924attitude, a successful trust model is the one that gets adapted with
925new situations.

Fig. 3. The maintenance algorithm for updating trust rating performed by the

trustor Aga.

1 The code is open source and can be downloaded from: http://users.encs.concor-

dia.ca/bentahar/CRM/CRM.zip.
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926 5.2. Honest environment

927 Fig. 4 depicts the overall comparison of different models. The
928 testbed consists of a number of runs represented as the horizontal
929 axis, and the ranking mean value for the utility gained of each
930 group is represented in the vertical axis. Over the runs, each service
931 consumer uses a particular model to find the most trustworthy ser-
932 vice provider and thus gain the most utility. First, the mean value
933 of the gained utility by agents using the same trust model is com-
934 puted. Then, the mean values obtained from different trust models
935 are compared with each other using two sample t-test with 95% of
936 confidence level to show the overall outperforming of CRM and
937 FIRE compared to the other two models.
938 As shown in Fig. 4, SPORAS’s performance is poor. The reason is
939 that SPORAS model evaluates the trust based on very recent inter-
940 actions of each agent. Moreover, in this model, the credibility of
941 highly interacted agents undergo a minor change compared to
942 the ones with low number of interactions. Since SPORAS (generally
943 used as benchmark in the literature) is a centralized model, it suf-
944 fers from inconsistency of the trust values associated to agents
945 while they register upon entrance in the system. Thus, this model
946 would not perform well in situations when the good service pro-
947 viders are new to the system and remain unknown for a long time.
948 Moreover, we still observe the problem of fake advertising to the

949central agent to get more benefit. Therefore, SPORAS performance
950in selecting the best service providers is poor. Referral model
951agents directly consider how to place trust in others and empha-
952size the key properties that affect the trust assessment. However,
953they do not restrict the suggestions of other agents, which lead
954them to assess the credibility of an unknown or partially known
955service provider. This may impact the selection of good providers
956from the beginning of simulation. FIRE agents [10] regulate the
957problem of collecting the required information by the evaluator
958to assess the trust of his partner. In addition, they apply certified
959reputation introduced by the trustee agent. As shown in Fig. 4,
960the commutative utility gained over the 500 elapsed runs by the
961FIRE and CRM agents are culminated to be the highest as both
962methods select good service providers, and therefore gain the high-
963est possible utility (for space reasons, only the first 180 runs are
964shown in this figure). In the first 40 runs, the CRM and FIRE agents
965obtain different rankings in the set {3,4,5}, which reflects their dif-
966ferent capabilities in getting to know the surrounding environ-
967ment. In this environment, the agents are considered honest in
968revealing their beliefs. In the next section, we carry on comparison
969in the biased environment in which agents would untruthfully re-
970veal their beliefs. As a result, the trustor can get confused in the
971trust assessment. Objectively, we discuss how the CRM agents cope
972with such a problem.

Table 1

Testbed environment.

S.P. agent type Density in the S.P. community Provided utility at each RUN Radius of activity

Range Standard deviation

Service Provider Agents (S.P.)

Good 15.0% ]+5,+10] 1.0 25

Ordinary 30.0% ]�5,+5] 2.0 28

Bad 15.0% ]�10,�5] 2.0 25

Fickle 40.0% [�10,+10] – 30

Number of Joining Agents at Each RUN

Service Consumer Agents (S.C.) Groupi

CRM 25.0% 6 35

FIRE 25.0% 6 35

REFERRAL 25.0% 6 35

SPORAS 25.0% 6 35

Number of Joining Agents at Each RUN

Service Consumer Agents (S.C.) Group2

CRM 33.3% 10 35

Travos 33.3% 10 35

BRS 33.3% 10 35
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Fig. 4. Comparison of CRM with FIRE, Referral and Sporas in terms of mean utility gained at each run in an honest environment.
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973 5.3. Biased environment

974 Being more realistic, we exposed the same models in a very
975 biased environment in which agents, serving some certain goals,
976 may reveal much less accurate information. Each agent employs
977 his corresponding trust model to accumulate the utility gained
978 through interactions. In general, the agents with more adaptable
979 trust framework would be able to have more efficient performance
980 and thus, obtain higher utility from the environment.
981 To prove the applicability of the proposed framework, we dis-
982 cuss the features allowing the CRM model to perform higher over
983 the FIRE, Travos and BRS models in terms of efficiency. This discus-
984 sion considers two perspectives. The former is in terms of balanc-
985 ing the trust assessment process by considering different involved
986 agents. This comparison is done between FIRE and CRM, which is
987 also highlighted with a detailed scenario. The latter discussion fo-
988 cuses on how agents are sensitive to the environment inconsis-
989 tency and how it would be possible to gain more from diverse
990 types of service providers. The CRM model is compared with the
991 Travos and BRS models to show how these dynamic models act
992 in an extensive intermittent environment.
993 FIRE is a successful trust-certified reputation model, which ad-
994 dresses the problem of lack of direct history. Agents evaluate the
995 trust of other agents as decentralized services. However, the FIRE
996 agents do not quickly recognize the agents that have got the good
997 ratings and performed bad either in terms of inaccurate ratings
998 provided for some others or the bad obtained utility. The CRM
999 agents are equipped with a maintenance mechanism, which en-

1000ables them to quickly recognize change of behavior of others and
1001respectively adjust their beliefs regarding the trust of some partic-
1002ular consulting agents. This mechanism is also effective in recog-
1003nizing collusion behavior, by which agents intentionally reveal
1004inaccurate information, aiming to gain more benefit at the end.
1005This change of behavior should be recognized and the benefit of
1006other agents should get adjusted. This process helps in quickly rec-
1007ognizing the fickle agents that may provide any quality of service.
1008Fig. 5 shows a graph plotting fickle selection percentage versus
1009number of runs. The graph highlights the difference of having and
1010missing the maintenance regarding the behavior of the CRM and
1011FIRE agents. In the first 80 runs, we observe that the CRM agents
1012are reducing the selection of fickle agents as the time goes on. This
1013is because the CRM agents performmaintenance on the behavior of
1014the fickle agents that provide a bad utility after the interaction,
1015which leads to less selection afterwards. The performance of the
1016FIRE agents remain almost the same as they do not recognize the
1017fluctuated behavior of the fickle agents. The picks of the CRM graph
1018(P1 and P2) are simply because of a selection of few number of the
1019CRM agents at each run, and therefore, the maintenance they per-
1020form generally has low effect on the consequent run until they are
1021selected or until they distribute their ratings about the typical
1022fickle agent they have done maintenance for. Hence, the curve goes
1023down in a fluctuated manner until all the fickle agents lose their
1024credibility and never get selected, which happens in P3. In a similar
1025way, Fig. 6 illustrates the good agent selection percentage versus
1026the number of runs. This graph is the complementary of the one
1027shown in Fig. 5 as the less fickle providers are selected, the more
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Fig. 5. Comparison of CRM and FIRE in terms of selecting fickle service providers along the elapsing runs in a biased environment.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of CRM and FIRE in terms of selecting good service providers along the elapsing runs in a biased environment.
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1028 good providers are recognized. As a result of maintenance, the CRM
1029 agents would then enhance their performance since good provid-
1030 ers are always selected.
1031 In this section, we also analyze the CRM behavior compared
1032 with BRS and Travos, which are similar to CRM in the sense that
1033 they do consider other agents’ suggestions while evaluating the
1034 trust of some specific agents (service providers) and discard inac-
1035 curate suggestions aiming to get adapted with the environment
1036 inconsistency attitude. In BRS, the trustor agent evaluates the rec-
1037 ommender agents’ suggestions using the beta distribution method
1038 and ignores the suggestions that deviate the most from the major-
1039 ity of ratings. BRS is in fact a relatively static trust method, which
1040 causes a low-efficient performance in very dynamic, open and
1041 biased environments. Cumulative gained utility vs. number of runs
1042 is shown in Fig. 7. In this graph, all the agents consider the history
1043 of interactions in their selections. We should notice that it takes
1044 time for these agents to know the environment before starting
1045 gaining positive utilities and this explains why these utilities are
1046 negative and very low when the simulation starts. The BRS model
1047 is not sensitive to an agile behavior change. This means if a BRS
1048 agent decides to evaluate a new agent, he considers the majority

1049of ratings, which are supposed to be truthfully revealed about
1050the trustee agent. In the case where the trustee agent has just
1051changed his strategy, the trustor agent would lose in trust assess-
1052ment and would not maintain any action to verify the accuracy of
1053the gained information. It may take a long time that other agents
1054perform a number of direct interactions to start rating the spurious
1055trustee. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 8 left plot, the BRS agents
1056would have a higher percentage of fickle providers selection and
1057a relatively less percentage of good providers selection (illustrated
1058in Fig. 9 left plot). The peaks in Fig. 8 left plot are again a result of
1059needing time to start knowing better the surrounding agents in the
1060environment. It takes some while for the active agents to enhance
1061the accuracy of their belief sets. Generally, it would take more time
1062for the BRS agents to get adapted with the new environment con-
1063ditions. The simulation results outlined in this section are all based
1064on 50% agent activation rate.
1065Travos [27] has a method similar to BRS. It also uses beta distri-
1066bution to estimate the trustworthiness of an agent based on the
1067previous interaction experience. The Travos model also does not
1068have a partial rating. It gives the trustor agent the authority to
1069merge his own experience with recommendations from other

Fig. 7. Comparison of CRM, Travos and BRS in terms of cumulative utility gained along the elapsing runs in a very biased environment.

Fig. 8. Left: Comparison of CRM, Travos and BRS in terms of fickle provider selection percentage along the elapsing runs with 50% activation rate in a very biased

environment. Right: Comparison of CRM with the best possible behavior in terms of fickle provider selection percentage along the elapsing runs with 50% activation rate in a

very biased environment.
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1070 agents. However, unlike BRS, Travos filters the surrounding agents
1071 that are fluctuating in their reports about a specific trustee agent.
1072 To some extent, this feature would implement a partial suggestion
1073 consideration and thus, the Travos agents would learn faster com-
1074 pared to the BRS agents. Ratings concerning the good and fickle
1075 selection percentage shown in Figs. 8 and 9 left plots reflect higher
1076 efficiency of Travos compared to BRS. The Travos agents are capa-
1077 ble of preventing the concept of fake reputation in which a group of
1078 agents artificially increase their reputation by their collusive
1079 behaviors. However, the Travos model considers that agents do
1080 not change their behaviors during runs. This unrealistic assump-
1081 tion affects the accuracy of trust estimation in a very biased envi-
1082 ronment. On the other hand, lack of agile learning ability for agents
1083 will weaken the protection against collusion and fake behaviors.
1084 This is the case when a surrounding agent is being discarded be-
1085 cause of providing diverse reports about a particular trustee agent.
1086 In this case, the deviation would be filtered by mistake if the re-
1087 ports are reflecting the fickle attitude of that particular provider.
1088 The Travos and BRS trust models enable agents to sense the
1089 environment and upgrade their beliefs over time. Compared to
1090 the performance of FIRE, the Travos and BRS agents attempt to im-
1091 prove their best agent selection. However, these models have some
1092 aforementioned limitations that cause wrong direction to accurate
1093 trust estimation. In CRM, the aim is to improve the trust mecha-
1094 nism to deal with these limitations by enabling agents to get
1095 adapted while the environment is strictly intermittent. The CRM
1096 agents are equipped with the maintenance procedure by which
1097 they update their beliefs about the service providers together with
1098 the accuracy of the ratings provided by the neighbor agents in sup-
1099 port or against a specific provider. Considering all the involved
1100 parameters, the agent that is doing maintenance balances his be-
1101 liefs to be more accurate in terms of knowing the best provider
1102 and the best neighbors that can be consulted. Therefore, as shown
1103 in Fig. 7, the CRM agents would gain more utility compared to the
1104 other two models. Figs. 8 and 9 left plots reflect the CRM agile reac-
1105 tion to decrease at maximum its fickle selection percentage, and
1106 thus increase its good selection percentage very fast. In these fig-
1107 ures, the right plots illustrate the comparison of the CRM agents
1108 with the best possible behavior in cases of fickle and good selection
1109 percentages. The best behavior is obtained by running an agent
1110 that at each run is capable of selecting the best providers that yield
1111 the maximum utility (this provider could be a fickle agent playing
1112 the role of a good agent by providing a high quality of service). As
1113 shown in these plots, the CRM selection percentages get closer to
1114 the best selection behavior, which shows the adaptability of these

1115agents to the changes of agent behaviors. To better analyze the im-
1116pact of the fickle agents that should be avoided, we have shown the
1117gained utility from these agents in each run in Fig. 10. This figure
1118highlights the fact that the gained utility from selecting fickle
1119agents is ideally minimized because there is no guarantee about
1120the utility they can provide. Consequently, the high performing
1121agents would not rely on this utility but accumulate the obtained
1122unitively from selecting the good providers.

11236. Related work

1124According to Kerr [16], there are three main categories of trust
1125evaluation models: predictive models [21,20,25], transactional mod-

1126els [12,20,27] and, mechanism design based models [13,36]. Predic-
1127tive models have a sub-category of models using witness’s
1128information in order to increase accuracy of their trust measure-
1129ment. Perhaps the best-known approaches to trust using witness’s
1130ideas in multi-agent systems are FIRE [10], SPORAS [35], Referral
1131[33], Regret [20], the Beta Reputation System [12], and TRAVOS
1132[27]. In this section, we analyze some recently emerged systems
1133like TRSIM [6], Repage [21], Formal [30], and HIT [29]. We also ana-
1134lyze and compare some related robust frameworks like [7,26,14].
1135These models are worthy to be discussed in terms of their attempt
1136to address the trust establishment in a different perspective. Pre-
1137dictive models also address the security establishment of the net-
1138work of active agents [9,19,25]. In [9], an approach based on
1139interpreted functions has been proposed to alow an agent to esti-
1140mate the security level of message components that he receives
1141so that he can handle them correctly. In [19], some critical issues
1142relative to trust and reputation of multi-agent systems are intro-
1143duced and analyzed. The authors propose then recommendations
1144in order to control the environment. In [25], core design issues of
1145trust establishment in network of dynamic agents are proposed.
1146Moreover, different types of possible attacks together with their
1147protection methodologies are identified and discussed.
1148Generally speaking, all these approaches are following a direc-
1149tion to implement the following guidelines: (1) the model should
1150be provided with adequate information related to the environment
1151and contributing agents; (2) the model should avoid consulting a
1152central control unit that is always subject to single point of failure
1153or huge bottleneck (for example in online auction systems). Agents
1154are aimed to make estimation and prediction independently. The
1155issue is that there are always malicious (fickle) agents that try to
1156distract the overall process. These agents can either try to slander

Fig. 9. Left: Comparison of CRM, Travos and BRS in terms of good provider selection percentage along the elapsing runs with 50% activation rate in a very biased environment.

Right: Comparison of CRM with the best possible behavior in terms of good provider selection percentage along the elapsing runs with 50% activation rate in a very biased

environment.
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1157 other good agents by lying about their trust levels or supporting
1158 bad agents by exaggerating about their credibility.
1159 The idea of witness reputation has been used by Sabater who
1160 proposed a decentralized trust model called REGRET [20]. REGRET
1161 uses the reports from the witnesses in addition to the technique
1162 based on direct interaction experience. One of the substantial as-
1163 pects of this work is that unlike the previous approaches, the rat-
1164 ings are dealt with respect to their freshness. Thus, old ratings
1165 are given less importance compared to new ones. Sabater’s work
1166 is sensitive to noise and thus, vulnerable as it does not represent
1167 witness locations. Also, it does not notice distractions made by
1168 some malicious agents. In our model, the issue is managed by con-
1169 sidering the witnesses trust and our merging method takes into ac-
1170 count the proportional relevance of each reputation value, rather
1171 than treating these values equally. In [7], a comparison between
1172 two trust approaches is discussed. The first approach computes
1173 the weighted trust by aggregating the past information (history)
1174 with respect to the freshness. The second approach considers some
1175 features that reflect the dynamics of trust such as the asymmetry

1176 property stating that trust is hard to gain but easy to lose. Their re-
1177 sults show that the framework that takes into account the dynam-
1178 ics of trust outperforms the one without such a property. The
1179 dynamic approach discussed in [7] is similar to the CRM frame-
1180 work in the sense that the objective is to get adapted with the envi-
1181 ronment at best. However, these frameworks are different in the
1182 approach they take to address the problem of dynamism, which
1183 is considered as an important factor in open multi-agent systems
1184 where agents can rapidly change their behaviors. In fact, CRM uses
1185 the weighed trust combined with the retrospect trust update,
1186 which allows increasing the accuracy of trust estimation by identi-
1187 fying the most reliable agents. However, the dynamic framework
1188 proposed in [28] (SinAlpha) and analyzed in [7] uses a trigonomet-
1189 ric formula where the shape allows reflecting the properties of
1190 trust dynamics such as the asymmetry property.
1191 In [30], Wang and Singh have developed an algebraic method
1192 for aggregating trust over graphs understood as webs of trust. They
1193 state that current approaches based upon combining trust reports
1194 tend to involve ad hoc formulas. So they bring up a solution from a
1195 conceptual perspective using the concept of discounting. In their
1196 work, dynamism is accommodated by discounting over time and
1197 composition by discounting over the space source. They have
1198 developed a principled evidential trust model that would underlie
1199 any agent system where trust reports are gathered from multiple

1200sources. In the same line of research, Jurca and Garcin [14] propose
1201an approach to aggregate the trust reports using incentives pro-
1202vided to obtain accurate reports and basically avoid the biased
1203trust reports that are transmitted in support of an agent. In [14],
1204the authors perform a detailed and robust analysis on the factors
1205that influence the users that provide the feedback regarding trust-
1206worthiness of an agent. These frameworks are different from the
1207CRM framework in the sense that the structures of trust evaluation
1208mechanisms are different (discounting and incentives vs. quick
1209adaptation). However, the incentive-based information collection
1210seems to have a strong impact on the accuracy of trust and reputa-
1211tion establishment.
1212Regarding ad hoc formulation, a related work has been done by
1213Velloso and his colleagues who assign trust levels in ad hoc net-
1214works [29]. The main characteristic of their work is that they have
1215referred to the human concept of trust. Similar to our work, they
1216use the recommendations by trustworthy agents in addition to
1217their own direct experience. They tried to balance the recommen-
1218dations regarding recency relevance and relationship maturity.
1219However, agents in this framework do not have reasoning capabil-
1220ities. Moreover, they do not have policies for dealing with mali-
1221cious agents. Considering the ad hoc network and human
1222concept of trust represented in [29], there is a similar framework
1223represented in [26] that considers the similarity (of interactions)
1224in trust. In this framework, if an agent relies on another agent with
1225respect to a strong history of interactions, the agent can also rely
1226on another agent that looks alike the first one in trust features.
1227The heuristics used in [26] are analyzed with subjective logic that
1228enhance the agents evaluation mechanism with respect to time
1229and number of interactions. Our framework does not consider
1230the similarity issue, but adding it is in our future work plan.
1231In the work done by Shi et al. [24], a trust model has been intro-
1232duced to assist decision-making in order to predict the likely future
1233behavior by analyzing the past behavior. The authors have mostly
1234worked on the environment facilitation, for example the space of
1235possible outcomes has been studied. They state that it is crucial
1236to identify the space of possible outcomes, which determines the
1237nature of the associated trust model. The notion of discrete catego-
1238ries is similar to our model in terms of giving more flexibility to the
1239ratings as feedback in order to get more accurate direct interaction
1240estimation. However, they have not taken into account the
1241measurements, which would unbalance the trust estimation and
1242their decision-making procedures are solely based on the previous

Fig. 10. Comparison of CRM, Travos and BRS in terms of fickle gained utility along the elapsing runs with 50% activation rate in a very biased environment.
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1243 interactions. Unlike this approach, in our model after a certain
1244 amount of time, maintenance is performed to dynamically update
1245 the adopted policies.
1246 In the TRSIM model [6], the authors consider two information
1247 bases (experience of trust and experience of reputation) for each
1248 agent that is evaluating trust and reputation of other agents. Differ-
1249 ent functions have been proposed to assess and update the trust
1250 and reputation values. The experience of trust is obtained from
1251 the direct interactions to which agents participate; however the
1252 reputation is the public opinion regarding a specific agent. TRSIM
1253 is equipped with some grouping criteria distinguishing reliable ref-
1254 erees from doubtful ones. TRSIM also has an update process of trust
1255 values in which two factors of real offered quality and fulfillment
1256 of the promised quality are taken into account. The TRSIM model
1257 is close to our proposed framework in terms of aggregating trust,
1258 partitioning referee agents and performing an update process.
1259 However, the way these three components are effectively formal-
1260 ized and computed are completely different. Particularly, the
1261 maintenance processes in these two models address different is-
1262 sues. In TRSIM, the obtained experience from similar tasks helps
1263 the agent consider the right way of interacting with an agent. How-
1264 ever, in our maintenance approach, agents are enabled to overall
1265 converge to a more accurate and knowledgeable agent interacting
1266 in dynamic multi-agent environment.
1267 In [21], Sabater et al. have proposed Repage, a model based on
1268 ReGreT. In this model, authors have concentrated on how to select
1269 more reliable potential partners (witnesses). They have composed
1270 other agents’ beliefs about the trustee agent (reputation) and agent
1271 internal belief form direct interaction (image) in order to estimate
1272 trustworthiness of the trustee agent. They have tried to preserve
1273 autonomy of agents by adding some constraints into the agents’
1274 belief sets. The proposed framework uses a fuzzy representation
1275 of reputation and its evaluation. The model’s architecture is de-
1276 signed using the social cognitive theory. In Repage, the authors
1277 mostly concentrate on the agents’ interaction, but in multi-agent
1278 systems, the environment is a particular part of the system. The
1279 environment may contain fickle agents and those have an impor-
1280 tant role to alter the other agents’ decisions based on their fake
1281 behaviors. Considering the existence of fickle agents in multi-agent
1282 environments, Repage model suffers from interacting with those
1283 agents in the system. Because agents in Repage do not have a
1284 learning ability as part of their decision making process, they can-
1285 not recognize agents’ fake behaviors based on their previous
1286 interactions.

1287 7. Conclusion

1288 The contribution of this paper is the proposition of a new prob-
1289 abilistic-based model to secure multi-agent systems in which
1290 agents communicate with each other using dialogue games. The
1291 trust assessment procedure is composed of on-line and off-line
1292 evaluation processes. On-line framework is based upon trustwor-
1293 thy and referee agents as well as several other features. Objec-
1294 tively, this allows enhancing the accuracy for agents to make use
1295 of the information communicated to them by other agents. Off-line
1296 framework considers the communicated information to judge the
1297 accuracy of the consulting agents in the previous on-line trust
1298 assessment process.
1299 Our model has the advantage of being comprehensive and tak-
1300 ing into account five important factors: (1) the trust (from the
1301 viewpoint of the trustor agents) of consulting agents; (2) the trust
1302 value assigned to trustee agents according to the point of view of
1303 consulting agents; (3) the number of interactions between consult-
1304 ing and trustee agents; (4) the timely relevance of provided infor-
1305 mation; and (5) the confidence of consulting agents on the

1306provided data. Moreover, the original process of maintenance pro-
1307posed in this paper enables agents to dynamically adjust their be-
1308liefs and trustworthy community in a more efficient manner. The
1309resulting model allows us to produce a comprehensive assessment
1310of the agents’ credibility in a software system even if the environ-
1311ment is very biased. The proposed mechanism accuracy is com-
1312pared with other related models and discussed in details to
1313prove the capabilities of our framework. As future work, we plan
1314to enhance the maintenance process by considering the similarity
1315metrics and use game theory and mechanism design approach [13]
1316to analyze the incentives agents can have to encourage them to be
1317more accurate.
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